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Editorial
Here we are again, things are not getting any better and it looks like it will be quite some time
before any form model flying or contest calendar can get underway. The Covid vaccine jabs are
progressing but there is a long way to go. Mind you, I’ve had both of mine so I’ve pulled up the
ladder, Jacks alright. Rachel has had her first, awaiting the second.
Managed to get a reasonable content for this month’s magazine thanks to a response to my call
to arms. I will still need input for March issue so do not rest on your laurels, keep writing, you
may find you enjoy it and it helps fill the day.
Sad to report another aeromodeller has passed away, John Ralph,
aged 86, died on Christmas day.
This issue kicks off with a Jim Paton update on his current activities,
including a close call with a lipo battery fire. Jim, who is certainly one
of our most active members, has Oxford’s ‘Port Meadow’ close at hand
and is fond of early morning trimming. My old power model flying
companion John Bickerstaffe always said mornings were the calmest
and would often visit local Lawford airfield early in the morning before
going to work. Me, I do not get out of bed too readily I’m afraid.
In ploughing through Model Aircraft magazines I picked up a Pylonius piece on radio control
aeromodelling spectatorship, he seems to have felt it was quite an art. I also found his views
on the different approach to aeromodelling bans by UK as opposed to USA.
My head scratching has given me a few bits and bobs from the old memory bank to write about,
no special order just as the thoughts occur.
David Lovegrove, answering my plea for input, has put a piece together on his selection for the
probable ‘One Design’ contest for his Oxford clubmates. He’s picked out a reduced scale
version of the chubby American design ‘Clodhopper II’. He’s built one for trials.
I inadvertantly missed the final paragraphs of the article on cranks last month. I include it
this issue and it makes my comments on the arrangements nul and void as he states he has built
them all.
Another article on lost models, this time by Geoff Smith, is one more answer to my plea for
articles. I’m pretty sure there are more of you out there with tales to tell.
Nick Robinson’s book on paper aiplanes continues to provide me with filler articles. This time
the model is said to be somewhat akin to an Elephant.
I have unearthed another of my old paperback Clarion articles. It refers to an old time
companion of mine, Ray Archer, now living in Wales. If you google ‘EFlightray youtube’ there
are quite a few videos of his projects. Well worth a look.
Peter Hall has been busy with rubber testing and, although I think he’s stretching a point or
two, I’m sure some of you will take note. Me, I just weigh out 10gms of whatever rubber I’ve
got, tie a big knot, trim and lubricate. Make up into 12 strands and straight into the model, 350
turns and if it don’t break I’m away.
Roy Tiller & Roger Newman wrap up the issue with their regular contributions and a final letter
from a Colin Franklin seeking the whereabouts of some Oliver Tiger news sheets once in
possession of the late Mike Beach.

Editor
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Personal Update

-

Jim Paton

What a year, or for me six months. The first six months of Covid I was gloating from wonderful
New Zealand where they had almost no cases and deaths. I don’t do much flying while I’m there.
I arrived back in England on June 3rd totally jet lagged. Normally I find it a drawback, but
instead this time I used it to get loads of trimming in at dawn at port meadow nearby. Andrew
Longhurst and I had our weekly session there and also I met up with David Bull. So, for me I
have had a good season. What was missing was the competitions which give the trimming
purpose. With Covid restrictions Andrew and David were forced to abstain. I have continued,
but with the low temperatures and the lack of company my flying has become less frequent.
Last Monday the road from Wytham to port Meadow was flooded. Yesterday I drove a
different way to find the meadow completely flooded.
With Andrew and David I fly rubber. During their absence I have drifted into electric. My
E36s used to be competitive when the motor run was 15 seconds. I have two E36s both reduced
size power models. Eureka and Pearl. They are Don De Loach kits. I got myself the latest motor
called a Cobra. I had many trimming sessions gradually increasing motor time and power.
Needless to say there were many potential disasters, but most were averted with radio dt. I
had nearly got there when it climbed well for 5 seconds followed by a power dive. I repaired
the damage but rebuilt a whole new pylon. Amazingly the changes that inevitably resulted from
the repair improved the trim for the better.
I inherited a beautiful
27” wing from Ted Tyson.
I recently combined this
with a tailplane that was
lying around and built a
fuselage. I played with a
brushless motor, but
because the battery was
too small, the motor
would cut out leading to a
nose dive.
I persisted till a few
days ago when the lipo
caught
fire
while
charging. A new battery
2s 320 mah.
I rescued the wings and tail and motor in time.
That was enough electric for me.
So I built a new fuselage and put a rubber motor
and radio dt in it. I dug out a Japanese
Paulownia prop and three loops of 1/8th rubber.
It now flies a treat. I’m not sure I can compete
with it unless there is a Sam 35 class at
Buckminster for it.
The propeller is an object of beauty and highly
efficient.
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The rebuilt model now in rubber mode complete with radio D/T
I have an old Lanzo Cabin and I electrified this model because, as a rubber powered model, it
was a dud. However, it still wouldn’t fly well, being terribly sensitive to rudder.
Following discussion with Andrew Longhurst I increased the dihedral. Magic, the over
sensitivity disappeared and it now flies a treat. I ought to re-rubberise it!

I had the same problem years ago with a KK Piper Super Cruiser. I gave up on it. Cabin models
look a bit odd with adequate dihedral, but they don’t half fly better.

Jim Paton
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Extract from Model Aircraft April 1952

How to Watch:—Radio Control
All previous *How to" articles have given, far too much consideration to that very small section of aero-modellers who
build and fly model aircraft. Little or no attention has been paid to the “Stand and stare” adherents to this hobby. I can
only hope that this series serves to remind them that they are not altogether forgotten—as they richly deserve to
be.)
Go to any model event or rally, and what do you find to be the star attraction, apart from the tea van, I mean? Why the
R/C event of course. Long before this popular event is due to start vast hordes of clamouring spectators can be seen
thronging the flying area, there to await with an expectant thrill the Incomparable spectacle of a radio model weaving
its graceful and precise patterns in the sky above. Which just goes to show what colossal optimists most people are.
But is the experienced radio watcher so easily fooled? Not likely. He knows just what to expect, I don't mean that he is
in any way cynical. He, too, finds the swooping motion of the radio model strangely moving—particularly when out of
control. What I mean is that he is aware that most of the elaborate equipment strewn over the comp. area is there
solely for exhibition purposes. Any sort of gadget that resembles the control panel of the Brabazon is to him
immediately suspect of being a pretentious fraud, while the bloke with a few bits of wire dangling from a cocoa tin
may well prove to be the eventual winner.
He knows, too, that of the competing models at least 50 per cent, have never flown and never will; and of the
remaining 50 per cent,, the majority are either of the “No-Joy" press button variety or are fitted with the special
o.o.s. equipment (a bumper booklet, on cross "country" running issued free with each unit).
Having thus narrowed down the field to the effective flying margin, that is, the bloke with the cocoa tin, he will
proceed to take critical stock of the aerial manoeuvres. This involves a beautifully executed spiral dive, during which time
the bloke with the cocoa tin frantically manoeuvres his aerial this way and that way in a desperate endeavour to regain
control, which to everyone's delight, he never successfully does,
One last word on R/C. The rapid progress that has been made in this new field within the last few years is
nothing short of astonishing. To think that only so recently in 1948 the accepted flight pattern, was a few simple
turns to the left, a few simple turns to the right, and a sudden downward spiral ending in an attempted loop. But
what do we find today, after four years of rapid development? A few simple turns, to the left, a few simple turns to the
right, and a. sudden downward spiral ending in an attempted loop. Such is the nature of progress in this atomic age.
After giving a particularly nerve shattering display of homicidal flying the owner of a large and formidable power job
was heard to remark, with some considerable pride, that the engine wasn't flat out.
Hardly the same could have been said for the luckless spectators.
Announcing the Bans
By way of throwing a revealing sidelight on the great differences in national behaviour that exist even between the
English speaking peoples, came news of the nationwide reaction of the American people to a ban placed on model
flying in some obscure little American backwater. All sorts of distinguished Johnnies took their all-American stand to
denounce, in the strongest terms, this flagrant violation of democratic principles; Mayors, Generals and even
Statesmen, falling over each other in their anxiety to say their piece in the name of American liberty.
Many were the brilliant and inspiring speeches that ranged the length and breadth of the land, but of them. all, none
was more penetrating, nor more appealing to the inflamed public imagination, than that of a certain police chief,
who pointedly referred to the low incidence of juvenile delinquency among model builders and to the absence of sinister
bar crawling types in their virtuous ranks.
Now what would be the reaction, to a similar ban in the old country? Well, the publicity side of the question could
easily be accounted for; a short but exultant notice in the daily press. Speeches on the subject would undoubtedly
be of the pithy breakfast table variety. Mayors, Generals and Statesmen joining with the public at large to retort as
one man the inevitable: “Jolly good thing, too. Lot of noisy, overgrown kids playing with toys". But what of the
police chief? What would be the comment of his counterpart in a country where rnodel flying is regarded, not as an
antidote to juvenile delinquency, but as a very serious form of that particular social menace, and where the twin delights
of modelling and pub crawling are commonly enjoyed by the majority of indigenous balsa bashers?
Your guess is as good as mine, but I'm of the strong opinion that, even with such a special viewpoint, he couldn't
resist saying: "Jolly good thing, too. Lot of noisy, overgrown kids playing with toys”.

Pylonius
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Random Memories continued:

-

John Andrews

Following from last month’s epistle I’ve been thinking back to my early days and a few things
have come to mind.
My first foray into serious
competition must have been about
1951, the ‘Bazooka’ had been
published in a 1950 Aeromodeller
and I had made a crude copy based
on it. The noseblock I used was just
a piece of 1/8th ply and a single
Marcus’s
bladed prop on a wire hub with a long
original
cigarette lighter tension spring.
The ‘Gamage Cup’ back then was the first competition of the year and it was decentralised, ie.
You flew on your own patch which in the case of The Rugby Model Engineering Society,
Aeronautical Section (I love that name) was RAF Lawford Heath about 5 miles outside Rugby.
My model was trimmed and I was ready to give it a go. I’m not sure whether the max was still
5 min but my model was not that good anyway. The competition required an ROG (rise off
ground) but did not require the model to stand unaided so all I did was dab the tail plane on
the deck with model at about 45degs. and let go. I’ve no idea what times I achieved but I did
manage one max, whatever it was, on the last flight. My first flight passed without incident.
The second was looking good but when the prop folded the glide circle flattened and the model
slowly increased speed until it dived vertically into the runway. To my amazement there was no
structural damage with the exception of the wire prop shaft which was folded flat back against
the ply noseblock. The shaft must have acted as a shock absorber. Much fettling with pliers
got the shaft usable again, not easy with 16swg wire in a tight brass bush.
General repairs to tissue saw the model ready for its final flight. The club experts had decided
that the terminal velocity dive had been the result of a too rearward CG coupled with the flat
plate stabiliser giving insufficient decalage. A bit of weight on the front and less tail incidence
and the third flight hooked lift and was up and away. D/T failed and model disappeared. This
flight was the one I mentioned in the last issue, found by farmer a few days later and scrapped
due to warping.
My first foray into area competition flying was in
a Wakefield elimination trial of some sort flown at,
if memory serves, RAF Wellsbourne Mountford.
Back then you had to qualify in a couple of area
events to win a place in the last 100 final, the
winners of which made the national team, actual
details escape me.
I had built a Wakefield, it started life with plug in
shoulder wings as fuzzy picture shows but they
must have been duff because I do remember
clearly that when I flew in the comp the wing was mounted on a moveable wire cabane on top
of the fuselage. My one and only flight was quite spectacular, the motor was bunching on the
front hook when I finished winding but I ignored it and carried on. The model ROG’d OK and
got to about 50 feet or so then stopped climbing, the prop started to freewheel then bang,
the model disintegrated. A shower of tissue, balsa bits and a writhing rubber motor fell to the
ground. The bunched rubber had jammed in the nose, the prop freewheel disengaged, then the
motor bunch released and boof, a pile of bits. I must have recorded a time tho’.
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My best thermal flight was quite early in my model
flying career, during a Rugby M.E.S.A.S. club
championship on RAF Lawford Heath in the early
1950’s. The club had ‘The Redding Trophy’ which
was for the best combined flight time from the
three events, Glider, Rubber & Power. I did not
have a glider so I threw a few bits together to
compete with. See right, posed by my next door
flying buddy Ian Lomas at the top of our terraced
houses entry.
A point of interest, I later had a long cricket
career as a medium fast swing bowler and was known for being straight due, I believe, to playing
cricket up and down that entry with Ian for hours on end.
Back to the glider, a fuselage of 1/2 in square balsa with sheet front end, an old power model
wing and for the stabiliser a piece of and old wakefield wing. No time for fancy bits ie. No D/T
nor auto rudder. I launched the model OK and it circled slowly across the airfield and not being
too windy Ian and I followed it on our bikes. We sat on the fence at the end of the runway as
the model drifted towards us only about 30ft up. The model did not land but got sucked up in
monster lift and was up and away back towards Rugby. We followed for a short while but when
the model was just a dot in the sky I left Ian to it and returned to the airfield to make flights
with other models. Ian followed the model fairly easily as the road was roughly on the same
path. It was about 5 miles back to Rugby and when on the town’s outskirts Ian noticed that the
model was descending, Thermal broken up by the buildings I assume. The model flew right over
the town centre about 150ft above the town clock tower then on as the ground went downhill.
How Ian managed to keep track of it was something of a miracle but road directions were in
his favour. At the death when the model was landing Ian estimated where it might have come
down amongst terraced housing and after much searching up and down entries finally found the
model. It was only about two streets from where we lived so he dropped it in home and cycled
back to the drome in time to pack up and cycle home again. Ian had had a good cycle ride that
day, on the recovery ride he was looking skyward of course and finished up in the ditch at the
side of the road twice. If you are going to have a mate get a good’un.
In the early days of radio I had a dabble with model boating. The radio was still single channel
carrier but I had improved relay operation by a transistor switch on the Rx output which gave
a much greater current change to the relay making it more reliable and less susceptible to
vibration.
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I used a mark space radio system and the
rudder on the boat, driven by a mighty midget
motor, was pulsing from side to side for
straight running. A lever switch was used for
steering, the switch giving full radio signal one
side and no radio signal the other. The
straight running of the boat was achieved by
varying the mark space signal with a knob on
the Tx. This knob could be used for steering
but I only used it to set straight running. The
limited power from the mighty midget motor
meant that at full speed the boat’s turning
circle was just too large for the local canal so
reduced power had to be used.
Problem with full engine power was that the
front step would come out of the water and
speed would double, so Ian & I took the boat
to an old water filled disused quarry for space
to run.
At that time the engine was mounted
vertically on a folded aluminium bracket and at
the quarry after a while we noticed the engine
was loose and just before we got the boat
back to shore the engine jumped off the back
and into the water. It was only about 10ft
short of the ledge we were operating from but
being a quarry the fall off was quite sharp so wading was not an option. We manage to acquire
a long branch from a tree with foliage at the end and we started dragging. After a while we
saw a flash of silver about 6ft away but we had to wait quite a while for the muddied waters
to clear. It was the Bee and we dragged it ashore.
The
engine
mount
was
redesigned
as
the
pictures
show and in this
form I drew up a
plan and wrote a
few words, then
submitted the
article to the
R.C.M.&.E. mag.
My article & plan
were published
in the July 1962
issue of the
magazine.
Famous at last.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Taifun Tornado 2.5cc

- Aeromodeller Annual 1955-56

Aeromodeller Annual 1955-56
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Oxford Club “Group Build”

-

David Lovegrove

I was recently tasked to come up with a suitable model to replace the venerable Cloud Tramp
as a club “Group Build” for the warmer weather ahead. Back in 2018 (which seems like a lifetime
ago now after the travails of the past year), we had great fun with the Cloud Tramp, but it was
felt that we should move on a bit.
The design spec had to include features such as –





retaining fairly easy construction, to make it accessible for our younger or less
experienced members
all-sheet if possible
A full fuselage rather than a “stick”
Similar size to the Cloud Tramp

Trawling through the thousands of plans on Outerzone, I quite quickly identified the
Clodhopper 11. This is Paul Denson’s all-wood, 24” wingspan version of Jim Cahill’s Wakefield
entry that was first published in Air Trails in 1937.

Now then, I concede that this is a bit of a “Marmite” model, with somewhat “aesthetically
challenging proportions”. It’s typical of its time, when all kinds of theories about the most
efficient shape and planform were rife. In this case, I think the deep-bellied fuselage was
probably thought to reduce drag from the usual long, gangly undercarriage struts, whilst the
slim head-on view also offered low air resistance.
Leon Shulman’s “Wedgy”, coming just a few years later, mirrored this thinking. In that case,
very successfully.
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Likewise, the full-size Clodhopper reportedly had exceptional performance.
Having said all that, the big question was, would this “Ugly Duckling” fit the bill in other
respects?
Time would tell, but first I had to build one, to ascertain whether or not it fitted the brief.
Construction was straightforward. Mercifully there was none of that awkward business with
the wing roots that can be a pain with the Cloud Tramp.
The only slight niggle resulted from my having chosen some 1/32” for the wing that was a tad
too light. Something a bit firmer would have been better, and indeed, light 1/20” would have
been better overall.
Likewise, the horizontal stab (help! - I’ve suddenly turned American) made from that same
sheet of 1/32” caused a few headaches at first but seems to have settled down now.

No chance to fly the model yet, what with everything else going on at present, plus indifferent
weather. When the time comes I’ll bung in some 1/8” Supersport rubber and sashay along to
Port Meadow to see what this baby can do!
Word has reached me from rubber guru Andrew Longhurst, that it won’t be much cop: tail too
small, probably tricky to trim, etc., etc..
Fair enough, Andrew would know, but the point is that this is just for fun. No-one, least of all
me, expects top-notch mini-vintage performance. It’s just a quickly-built, cheap and cheerful
vehicle for my clubmates’ enjoyment. If it flies at all well, or even at all, that will be a bonus.
Whether we get as far as actually promoting it for the Group Build remains to be seen. Like
much else in these “interesting” times, there’s much uncertainty surrounding our hobby at
present.

David Lovegrove
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Cranks Instead of Gears, PS

-

Aeromodeller December 1938

Editor: Below is the final part of last month’s article ‘Cranks Instead of Gears’, which I confess
to overlooking. The author says he built all of them and this fact negates all my comments made
in the last issue.

Aeromodeller December 1938
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More Escapees

-

Geoff Smith

The ones that got away, but some of them returned
A response to your appeal to put pen to paper and an addition to the piece on lost models by
my Crookham club mate Nick Peppiatt.
In case you wonder how can a modeller 81 years young have such a detailed memory, it is not
the case at all, just that I kept records during my early modelling years.
The story begins in 1950, yes 70 years ago ! My first power model was given to me by Sid Halla regular Chobham Common sports flyer who designed all his own pylon models, loosely based
on the Banshee but always under powered. I was his fetchermite, so this was my reward- Baby
Banshee powered by a second-hand ED Bee- metal tank and all.
According to Chobham Common legend you were not a "real modeller" until you had lost one. So,
in June 1950 I became a "real modeller" at the tender age of 10. The flight, 15 minutes oos
landed about 10 miles away at Winkfield in Berkshire. A postcard during the week (no phones
in those days ! ) indicated its whereabouts, so all was well.
The first glider loss was also in 1950 (July). A mercury Gnome wing and tail with an O D fuselage
disappeared after 8.45 from Chobham into Wentworth, never to be seen again.
Next up was another Sid Hall gifted power model - also ED Bee powered oos in July 1952 for
5.30 (very strong wind) but was found near Guildford.
July1950 saw my first Dream Bogey making 7.45 and coming down at West End Chobham. The
most spectacular flyaway occurred in 1955. Flying my second Dream Bogey at Chobham, it
hooked a boomer at 12 o'clock and disappeared as a tiny dot, over flown by a lumbering Boeing
Strato Cruiser out of Heathrow (Chobham Common was on a flight path in those days). The
Dream Bogey came down in Epsom high street at 2.30 and was taken round to Epsom police
station - the only time I have ever collected a model from the police. Of course in those far
off days nobody bothered with d/t's they were alien.
During the late 50's, a Stomper, powered by the trusty Bee (couldn't afford an Elfin 1.49)
disappeared from Chobham, never to be seen again.
An own designed glider based on a Lulu was next to go AWOL.
Fast forward now to my first spell with Crookham Contest Modellers and the scene changes to
Beaulieu (around 1970). Beaulieu is renowned for waiting to launch under a circling buzzard.
I did this with an 80 gram od Wakefield, using a KSB timer in the pylon. Unfortunately 4 other
flyers also took advantage of the buzzard and all of us maxed easily.
Unfortunately it was the first of 2 occasions when I chased the WRONG MODEL never to be
found.
Around the same time I lost an Elton Drew designed A/2 from RAF Odiham (timer failure).
I was flying with my young son, but we should not have been allowed in (permission for Crookham
members had been given for free flight every Sunday) but it was Farnborough Airshow and
Odiham was on standby for emergencies !.
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Next up were a series of flyaways in the 1990's.
A coup at Port Meadow d/t'd over the railway and canal onto that canopy of wood land where
nothing ever penetrates.
Also from Port Meadow a d/t failure on a Satu resulted in 5 weeks spent in blazing sun in a
corn field - returned but never to fly again - you should have seen the warps !
1992 saw me win HLG at the Southern Gala at Little Rissington. It cost me 2 Mike Page
Butterflies. (no D/T’s of course)
A Yellow Bird was lost from Odiham- came down at Hook, about a 5 mile flight.
Into this century I lost a 36'' Corsair off a bungee at Middle Wallop , no D/T never seen again.
The second 'chasing the wrong model' episode involved my black and yellow Lulu. I saw it d/t
down from a boomer, or did I? 2 fields out I found it, but it was not mine, although an identical
colour scheme. My Lulu was found on the Leckford Estate, d/t popped, but due to the strength
of the lift went much further than the one I tracked.
2005 and I had an 8 1/2 minute third flight with my 9ft Mantis at Middle Wallop. It came down
behind the copse at the back of where the radio flyers gather. Open fields there, but no model.
Never been seen since. What use would a 9ft glider in the D/T’d position be to anyone?
Lastly I must just relate a remarkable flyaway from Chobham Common in 1971 or 1972. Onetime
Crookham member - Jim Mcneil, lost an A/2 (d/t failure) in the January! It disappeared over
Chobham village and was picked up in Lewes in Sussex - a flight of probably 40 miles or more.
Enough of my ramblings, I hope they have been of some interest.

Somebody ought to tell him about Radio D/T’s

Geoff Smith.
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Paper Airplane

-

Nick Robinson
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From the book ‘Paper Airplanes’ by Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording
or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.
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Indoor Isn’t for Everyone 46

-

Nick Peppiatt

Bill Hannan (1931-2020) – an appreciation
I was very much saddened to learn of the passing of Bill Hannan in December. He was a major
inspiration to many builders of small flying models. He contributed to the ‘Model Builder’
magazine for nearly twenty five years, with his ‘Hannan’s Hangar’ column …Being a column
devoted to miscellaneous ramblings of an aeronautical nature…’ according to the very early
ones. The later columns began with an apposite aphorism. The following came from the first
three issues of the small hard copy pile of ‘Model Builder’ issues that I have: ‘Scale model accuracy is in the eye of the beholder.’ (October 1977)
‘To invent a flying machine is nothing; to build it is little;
to make it fly is everything.’ (October 1978)
‘Cups and medals tarnish. Knowledge and skill last a lifetime.’ (July 1979)
If you want to find further examples of Bill’s pearls of wisdom, digital copies of many issues
of ‘Model Builder’ can be found on the following websites: www.rclibrary.co.uk
www.rcbookcase.com
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Plans & Things advertisement from January 1974 Model Builder
Operating as Plans &Things, which started around 1964, Bill also compiled and published a series
of inspirational plans from a number of wide range of modellers, mainly based on the West
Coast of the USA. The accompanying flyer shows an agreement for Peck Polymers to take over
this operation from W.C.Hannan, Graphics and a list of the contributors and, also, the Paper
Glider, powered by the Brown CO2 Micro-Jet, which I featured in IIFE26 (NC December 2018).
This transfer took place in the mid-1970s. The complete plans listing was spread over several
other pages, under the headings Peanut Scale, Flying Scale, Obscure Aircraft, Sports Models,
Ornithopter, Rotorcraft and Scale Drawings. More details of this operation can be found in
Bill’s article ‘Mail Order Isn’t Easy’ originally published in Model Retailer, Feb 1977, and
reprinted in ‘Scapbook of Scale, 3-Views & Nostalgia’. Apparently, the bestselling plan was Walt
Mooney’s Demoiselle.

Front cover of ‘Peanut Power!’
with a remarkable photograph of a Fokker Fll
parked on an elephant’s trunk!

Front cover of ‘Peanuts and Pistachios’ Volume 4
- typical of the ampersand series of publications.

Bill was a qualified technical illustrator and it showed in the quality of his publications. A major
work ‘Peanut Power!’ first came out in 1980, which includes the plans for his Bede BD-4 Peanut.
Bill then went on to set up Hannan’s Runway with his wife, Joan, and publish a series of
compilations, most with an ampersand in the title over the next twenty years
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These included: Scrapbook of Scale (2 volumes) - Models and Musings
Peanuts & Pistachios International (6 volumes) - Stick & Tissue International (3 volumes)
Plans & 3-views International (2 volumes) - GBs & Gee Bees International
Models & Modelers International (2 volumes) - Models & Methods International
Model Builders & their Models International
I am the proud possessor of most of these publications and obtained many directly from
Hannan’s Runway. These were individually signed by the author himself. In Peanuts & Pistachios
volume 5, Bill published his drawing of the Lippisch Storch lXb. Siegfried Glöckner used this
drawing to produce plans for a Pistachio sized model, which were published in Stick & Tissue
volume 3. My Storch was built using these plans and I duly sent photos of the completed model
to Bill, one of which he published in Plans & 3-Views volume 2. I was very pleased to receive a
copy of this issue inscribed as follows:

Bill was keen to promote unorthodox designs and this edition of Plans & 3-views also contained
an autogiro section with two of his designs. The earlier Tyro-Gyro, shown below was one of his
Plans & Things offerings.

Pistachio scale Lippisch Storch,
from Siegfried Glöckner plan,
published in Stick & Tissue volume 3.

Tyro-Gyro all sheet autogiro
13” rotor diameter, from Bill Hannan’s plan

Bill’s autobiography can be found in the AMA History Project: www.modelaircraft.org/sites/default/files/files/HannanWilliamCBill.pdf
Many of the Hannan’s Runway and Plans & Things publications are still available: Although I only knew Bill through limited correspondence, he appeared a charming man and his
modelling skill, expertise and promotion of the hobby will be much missed.

Nick Peppiatt
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Valentin the Birdman

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1951
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Aeromodeller Annual 1951
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Clarion Past

-

John Andrews

Extract from old paperback Clarion circa 2004

Random Ramblings
I’m sitting here looking at a blank computer screen wondering what pearls of wisdom may flow,
hence the title. I have done absolutely nothing aeromodelling wise since Peterborough Flying Aces,
apart from my last article, so random ramblings it will have to be, rather than my usual unstructured
drivel.
One thing comes to mind, I recently made contact with another of my 50’s - 80’s aeromodelling
mates Ray Archer. Ray was with us in our control line heydays and early radio, single channel
through to multi. He got waylaid along the way and had a foray into the early days of drag racing.
He built a couple of dragsters using an old straight six 3.5 Jaguar engine. I was peripheral to his
activities but we had some fun, until the big boys and big money moved in. We went from straight
petrol power through methanol and eventually finished up with three 2-inch SU carburettors on a
Wade blower, swallowing methanol like it was going out of fashion. The dragster didn’t do any better
times but the terminal velocity improved and with the six open pipes facing skyward emitting white
exhaust vapour it was spectacular for its day. The expression ‘Going like a train’ was most apt, as
the exhaust shot up to about 10ft and hovered there, in a long line, as the car went down the strip. I
remember one practice day at Santa Pod, I shot off down the drag strip in the straight six Ford pushcar behind Ray and overtook the Street Car racing in the other lane. What made it worse for the
driver of the other car was my two kids waving at him out of the Fords window, not good for the guys
ego to be beaten by a push car that gave him 20 yards start to boot. Happy days.
It didn’t take long to get a good digression going did it? I never really got started on any vintage
aeromodelling subject did I?
Hey! Ho!, back to the digression, contact between Ray and myself had degenerated to
Christmas Card between wives level for a number of years, then, out of the blue, earlier this year we
get a card from Ray. He announced that he had finally achieved escape velocity at work and that
the Archers were emigrating to Wales, Neath to be precise. Fortuitously this card came a few weeks
before the wife and I were off to Tenby for a few days to revisit the two golf courses there, so we
arranged a visit to the Archers on our return journey from Tenby.
Last I’d heard Ray was into electric radio control, when he took me into his new workshop, Ohboy! was he into electric? He had some enormous models, semi scale jobs 10 or 12 foot wingspan,
a B25 and a Spitfire. He also had a huge flying wing, if you are on the web then look at
web.ukonline.co.uk/ray.archer/ , he has a web site with pictures.
Since our reunion we have exchanged a few e-mails, more on his part than mine I must
confess, the results however may prove of some interest to a few of you Sam1066ers and certainly
a diversion from my usual rubbish.
Ray Archer and the B25
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I sent Ray a few pictures of my own models and as he always had a bent for whimsical cartoons, he
soon replied with the following amendments.

Right is Ray’s version of my best open rubber job 0-3
I think Ray felt a little more wing area was
required, hence the proposed conversion.
Spelling does not appear to be his strong point
though, unless I’m missing something.

Ex Ian McDonald Float Plane (Its my tail plane)

A little while before Wallop I was at one
of the hanger meetings at Davids and the
conversation must have got round to float
planes, next thing I know I’m going home with
a vintage float plane ex Ian McDonald minus a
tail plane. After a fruitless search for the name
of the model in order to make some tail
feathers, I decided to build a tail plane in the
manner of the wing and to hell with
authenticity. I was not sure whether I could
claim to be the builder of the model, after all I
had constructed a flying surface and just fitted
a rather large prop assembly, with fuselage
and wing attached, on the front. Whither the
B.O.M. rule.

I made up a short motor from 14 strands of ¼, it seemed a bit powerful for the single bladed
prop but I figured R.O.W. would need it, having witnessed a few attempts by others. I had made a
set of blue foam floats for my old Senator a couple of years back and tried it off water at Peterborough
but no joy. I was using 12 strands of ¼ in that, but it was old and heavy. It flew OK but not off water.
I took the Float Plane down to my local trimming site and, with a few hand turns and a small
piece of packing, the model did a couple of turns up to 20 ft. and glided down a treat. I was ready
for Wallop and Peterborough but sadly no pond at either venue. I’ve just got it down off the workshop
wall to take the photo.
I seem to be collecting other peoples models at the moment, I have a Gipsy, a Jaguar and am
expecting a Korda shortly. I will use these models for pleasure flying with an 80 gm motor from 16
strands of ¼ Tan Sport. The idea is that I will get a nice short burst of power on half turns and not
have to run too far. I will have to be careful not to wind them up too much or I’ll be into the aerobatic
looping like I got with the same sort of set up in my own Gipsy at the Nationals a couple of years
back.
Note: videos of Rays models flying can be found on youtube, google Eflightray

John Andrews
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Rubber Testing

-

Peter Hall

A Nightmare And The Last Squeak
I’m not eating pork pie again; not before bed-time. I had a nightmare so vivid that it took a
pint of tea and three slices of toast and marmite to get over it. I dreamed that all of us had
been locked up since last Spring in a vast prison. There had been no charges, no trials and no
release dates, Outside on what would have been competition days the weather was fine and
calm, Inside, all day, every day, a loudspeaker announced new restrictions, punishments and the
number of prisoners who had died. Can you imagine that!? But you don’t want to listen to my
nightmares, you have your own.
In fact, the lock down reality hasn’t been quite so bad for retired, adequately funded,
reasonably fit, hobby - rich O.A.P.’s like many of us. We’ve all filled the time building new
models, conducting research, writing articles and papers and studying quantum physics. Haven’t
we? No doubt our editor will be deluged with the fruits of it all. In preparation for next season
I have revised my No Mistakes Policy after it failed me at the last Area Meeting, browsed my
rubber test records and re-read Paul Rossiter’s comprehensive survey ‘Rubber Testing’
published in Free Flight News April and July 2011 and dug out my own article on testing in order
to update it. This is a complex and fascinating business and you can do a lot of useful work
without special equipment. What we want to know is how to identify good rubber and how to
make the best of it using the simplest ‘day before’ and ‘on-the-field’ procedures. In short how
to get the last squeak out of your ten grams. I’m sure you’re familiar with most of the following
but this is lockdown and we are used to repeats.
The quality of a rubber is its capacity to store energy. The proper way to test this is to weigh
the sample and stretch it to just before breaking point, then relax the rubber measuring the
pull at points back to zero. The pull represents the torque and the stretch the turns the rubber
might take. This information is graphed and the area under the curve represents the available
energy storage capacity of the rubber. The bigger the better. (see fig.1 below and Rossiter
for essential detail and calculations) Some years ago Peter Brown computerised his testing rig
and was able to read out the energy storage in foot lbs./lb. immediately. Below, I’ll describe
Rossiter’s quick method of assessing rubber quality and some simple ways of predicting the
number of turns a motor should take .The length and weight of rubber samples are not easy to
measure with enough accuracy so averaging multiple tests is good practice but extremely
tedious. But first a few considerations.

Fig 1 Characteristic rubber relax curve
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The ‘y’ axis is the pull or torque, the ‘x’ axis the stretch distance or number of turns.
Area ‘A’ represents the burst energy, ‘B’ and ‘C’ the climb and cruise.
This is the relax curve, the stretch curve echoes this at a higher energy level. I find that the
unwind cruise torque is 9 - 12% less than that measured during the wind. You never get out
what you put in.
1.’Set’ and ‘breaking in’: If you measure a strip of rubber and stretch it to near its break
point then hold it for about 4 minutes then relax it and measure the length again, this will be
found to have increased by about 5 or 6 %. After 24 hours this increase will have reduced to
about 2.5% and it will remain permanent a little bit below this. This is the ‘set’. The operation
is often called ‘breaking in’ when applied to motors. The new length means you can get a few
more turns on a motor by breaking in. If you hold fully stretched for four minutes before
winding this should mean about an extra 24 turns. If it’s a cold day you could then lose all this!
2. Temperature: We all know that our motors give fewer turns and less torque on a cold day.
Fred Pearce found the loss to be around 0.67% per degree C, Rossiter finds as much as 1.2%.
Assuming .7% this means a motor giving 400 turns at 20 C would give 428 at 30 and only 344
at freezing !
3. Winding technique: The aim is to get to the last turn before the motor explodes, while
avoiding bunching which can move the c.g. or jam in a tube fuselage After a lot of experience
you can sense the breakpoint approaching.
There are three winding methods.
(a) pull the motor out to just before break point, (Super Sport rubber will break at about
9.5 times its length at approx. 20 degrees C ) so it’s a game of chicken.
(b) Some hold there for 30 seconds or more.. Then allow the motor to pull you in as you
wind, arriving at the model’s nose just before the motor breaks.
(c) pull out to a more comfortable stretch and wind on half the turns then walk in so that
you reach the nose at full turns.
All your favourite methods.
4. Holding while waiting: While waiting for lift or for the wind to drop holding a fully-wound
motor, 5% of the torque is lost in the first 30 seconds, and after 2 minutes you’ve lost 13%.
Thereafter the losses are negligible. You can compensate by adding two or three hand turns
until just before your motor explodes in the fuselage.
As you see, if you’ve got some dodgy rubber, a poor winding technique, it’s a freezing cold day
and you’ve been holding for 2 or 3 minutes and you’ve not added hand turns you may find the
climb less than spectacular and blame it on the air.
Quality testing: Super Sport rubber strip now seems pretty consistent in quality but it varies
very slightly in thickness and width so 9.7 gram, (10 grams minus 0.3 lubricant) x 12 strand
coupe motors from different batches and even from different parts of the same batch may
vary in length and so in the number of turns they will take and the torque they produce. For
this reason it is important to think of motors in terms of length rather than number of strands
as Dave Hipperson pointed out in an article some years ago. Rossiter describes a quick way to
test rubber quality. A coupe motor is extended with a load of 20 kg. held for 20 seconds then
relaxed. This is repeated, then it is repeated for a third time and the extension is measured.
The motor is then relaxed to 50% of this extension and the load is measured. Multiply the
extension by the load at 50% and you have a ‘figure of merit’ - a proxy for the results of a full
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energy storage test. ( Note: ’Extension’ = stretch length minus the motor’s original length.
Rossiter doesn’t record the temperature at his tests but my tests are at 19 degrees, probably
lower than his. I can get a 19 Kg pull but strands begin to break so I test with a 17 kg. pull
until Summer. I used to use 15 kg. until I got a new spring balance, more determination and
improved the rig )
Test method: This is a variant of Rossiter’s above. My test rig for coupe motors consists of a
50mm x 25mm x 3.5 M. batten marked off in centimetres and secured to the floor at the zero
end. The motor is anchored at the zero end and pulled out along the batten using the device
shown below which allows you to pull and hold at any point to read off the stretch length and
the pull in kilograms via the spring balance. ( Larger motors would probably need an R.S.J. and
a boat winch. )

Ignore the little holes - they were part of an earlier system
Weigh out 9.7 grams of strip (plus the lube = 10 grams) and measure the length being careful
not to stretch the rubber. Make up the motor to the desired length/number of strands. Find
the motor length by dividing the strip length (minus 3 cms. for the knot) by the number of
strands.
Pull out the motor to 17 kg. on the spring balance and maintain this pull for 4 minutes or until
the length stops increasing. Relax the motor and allow it to recover temperature. Pull out again
to 17 kg. and record the stretch length at its maximum (after 30 seconds or so). Relax the
motor to 55% of this length and record the pull. The stretch length represents the number of
turns the motor will take and the pull at 55% the torque expected at this point in the
cruise/climb. (Rossiter uses 50% but this refers to the extension not the stretch). The product
of pull and stretch equals the figure of merit.
Predicting performance: see Fig. 2. It is useful to know, even approximately, the maximum
number of turns a motor should take. John Barker published a very useful article - ‘Prop Picker’
- some years ago in which he offers a formula for calculating turns. The motor length in inches
is cubed and then divided by the weight of the motor in grams. The square root of this is then
multiplied by a factor which reflects the quality of the rubber. At the time of the article and
using Tan 2 rubber this was 44. This method can be applied to any weight and length of motor.
I noticed that for coupe motors within the normal length range, at 19 C, the max. turns figure
was close to 2 x the stretch length in centimeters. Since the stretch length is on average just
below 9 x motor length at this temperature and if by now you are too exhausted to bother, you
can simply multiply the motor length by 18 and write this on its little plastic bag.
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To test a prediction put on a hat, gloves and goggles, pull out the motor x 9 and wind allowing
the motor to pull you in, reaching its original length as it explodes. Note the number of turns.

Fig.2 Summary of turns prediction tests
‘Y’ axis = turns
‘X’ axis = motor length

John Barker _________
motor length x 18 - - - -

break = x
stretch x 2 = o

Conclusions:
All three prediction formulae seem useable in the normal coupe motor length range, 9-10.5”
inches. The poor performance of the shortest motor - well short of my predictions - is possibly
due to the chaotic knotting you get with a short fat motor near break point and the stresses
created. Except that Barker gets it nearly right! His magic number 44 applied to Tan 2 rubber,
these tests don’t suggest any change for Super Sport. Within the normal motor range and with
this small sample, Stretch x 2 looks most promising. Motor length x 18 might be trimmed down
a bit to 17.5.
Given the effect of temperature, inconsistencies in winding, inaccuracies in measuring, the
small sample, and calculating and recording errors, you might object that the whole enterprise
is a waste of time, or possibly a hoax to get you to underwind or break all your motors at the
comps. this year. The first objection is uncharitable, the second paranoid.
And what have you been doing in Lockdown?

Peter Hall
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Vickers Supermarine ‘Spiteful’

-

Model Aircraft March 1946
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Model Aircraft March 1946
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Report No. 120
New arrivals throughout 2020.

Roy Tiller

I am sure we can all agree that there were some unwelcome and rather nasty new arrivals in
our life during 2020, primarily Covid 19 and its variants with the resultant impact on health,
wellbeing, social life, the economy and our model flying meetings.
New arrivals at the Library by contrast
were very welcome and uplifting.
Regularly, every month, through the front
door letter box came the Aeromodeller and
SAM 35 Speaks whilst bi-monthly arrived
the BMFA News, all of course reliant on
the subscription being up to date.
Equally regularly via the email Inbox every
month came the New Clarion and every
three months the Free Flight Quarterly
from Australia. You will all be familiar with
the first four mentioned above but here is
a little about FFQ which has articles on
modern and vintage models and techniques,
also some articles on full-size aviation
“believing that we are heavily indebted to
the designers and builders of our bigger
brothers for their developments in
aerodynamics, materials and structures.".
The editorial team comprises:Andrew Longhurst (UK), David Mills
(USA), Sergio Montes (Australia),
Paul Rossiter (Australia),
Chris Stoddart (USA), and
Allard van Wallene (Netherlands).
Subscriptions are US $20 p.a. digital
edition, US $60 p.a. printed edition.
The next group are all club newsletters, some are true “New arrivals” by email (all free
subscription) and some are “Go and get them”. To find this latter group go to the SAM 1066
website, in the left hand column select “SAM International” and in their website left hand
column select “Newsletters” which will display a page of about 20 newsletter titles, some with
dated newsletters available to download at a click and some which give the newsletter’s website
address where you will find the newsletters free to download. From these websites we
download, from the list below, only those newsletters which include plans or G/A drawings.
Free Flight Down Under. (Australia)
Association of Vintage Aeromodellers of New Zealand Newsletter.
Association des Amateurs d’Aeromodeles Ancien. (France)
Notiziario SAM 62. (Italy)
L’Aquilone. (Italy)
Indoor News and Views. (USA)
Gas Lines. (USA)
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All plans and G/A drawings found in these new 2020 publications are included in the updated
“Plans in Magazines” file now on the SAM 1066 website, thank you to webmaster Mike Parker.
Next month will concentrate on vintage items added to the library by trawling through websites
and by donations.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Letter to the Editor

-

Colin Franklin

Editor:
This is a letter from Colin Franklin looking to trace the whereabouts of a set of Oliver Tiger
news sheets that were in the possession of the late Mike Beach.

Mike Beach:
It is with a sad heart, that I found out that Mike had passed
away some while ago,
I don’t get out very much and with covid it’s even worse, it
was only due too going through the SAM1066 MAG on
line that I found out Mike had gone.
I met Mike on the flying field at Middle Wallop and he gave
me some advice on buying spark engines, he also provided me
with a list.
We found we also had the same interest in flying fleas.
Anyway, while I was reading my back issues of SAM 35, (of
which I am no longer a member due to the new editor changing
the front cover and name trying to drum up member ship.)
Don’t try and mend it, if it’s not broke.
I found a note from Mike talking about Oliver Tigers and it
was mentioned that he had the full set of Oliver Newsheets.
These sheets were titled "Tiger Tattles" and included tuning
tips.
I wondered if any of the members know what happened to
them when he passed away, and if they were saved.
I’m asking this as my friend Tony Higgins passed away and all
of his notes and info was chucked away, not knowing their
value to the model builders of yesteryear.
If you know anyone who may have acquired Mike’s vast
collection of info, please ask them to look to see if they have
the Olly Tiger news-sheets.
I would like to acquire copies. Naturally all expenses would be
paid.
regards. Colin Franklin,
" Colin’s Canopies"
Thank you. Tel: 01271-830865 or email: cfranklin@sky.com

Colin Franklin
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Secretary’s Notes for February 2021

-

Roger Newman

Regrettably my mild flush of optimism last month has been somewhat dashed by the continued
restrictions imposed throughout the country. Considering this background, it is highly unlikely
that any Area events will be held as scheduled in the early part of the year or indeed that any
form of flying will be permitted. I guess even the Nats at the end of May must be in some
doubt.
A prospect that imparts a rather gloomy future for free flight, particularly in our part of the
world is that the attitude by the Authorities towards model flying at Beaulieu is becoming ever
more dismal.
Our late Chairman used to joke that we were the last of a generation & it would be down to the
toss of a coin as to whether flying sites would disappear before flyers or vice versa. His words
sadly ring very true – it could be a tie!
Added to this rather dismal view of the world, the CAA have seen fit to issue their latest edict
entitled:
CAP 722 Edition 8 - Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in UK Airspace Guidance
This of course encompasses model flying, This document brings the UK in line with the latest
EU regulations. It comprises 238 pages, most of which have very little relevance to our hobby
& is truly a turgid read, but fortunately the BMFA have synopsised those bits that are relevant
to model flying in a brief(ish) document that may be downloaded via:
https://rcc.bmfa.uk/article-16
(CAA Article 16 Authorisation)
(A guide to model aircraft & drone flying after December 31st, 2020)
(for BMFA members).
Even this note is 12 pages in length & is a “tick the box” mandatory action when renewing
membership on line. However, do read it if you have both the capability & willingness to do so.
There is even a short section concerning free flight – most of the information has been previous
known, but be aware of a new requirement that (to quote) – “Within the terms of our
Authorisation, the Operator/Remote Pilot of any free flight aircraft with a maximum take-off
mass of less than 250 grams which is likely to operate at a height above 400ft, must be
registered as an Operator & have evidence of Competency (such as passing the BMFA online
test).” Also that it is now mandatory to report to the CAA “any instances where aircraft have
flown beyond visual line of sight”. This latter point entails the submission of a 5 page on-line
form to the EU! So if you lose your 15”span CLG in a thermal, do be aware!
It was interesting to read Nick’s comment on the drone happening at Gatwick in last month’s
NC. I must confess to holding a view that it never happened as reported, it is impossible to
believe that Sussex Police are so incompetent that they could not track down the offender.
More like an institutional cover-up – we shall never know the full truth?
On a less topical subject – Classic A1 gliders.
I had a quick search for other possible candidates. The Asteroid was published in the early
‘60s so it’s out of contention. There is of course the Aiglet, which was another fine flyer &
really easy to build - even I made one. Pluto is yet another Cizek design from the Aeromodeller
of March 1959, just a bit earlier than his La Mouette & Yeti, published in Model Aircraft of
Oct 1957 of straightforward construction. There are many others listed but mostly as GA or
outline drawings. Plenty of scope – provided we can fly before 1st July!
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Yeti
Other than that, I have to admit enthusiasm has rather diminished with all the news on Covid
& flying restrictions. However, the Ballerina fuselage is now complete apart from fitting the
front two ply formers, so I’ll have to get round to doing a bit more. That just leaves the fin,
then sanding & covering etc.
Very sad to read the passing of Raymon Albon & Robin Kimber, both of whom were excellent
fliers, nice people & good competitors in the heyday of Middle Wallop & other venues. It brings
home that we are indeed mortal!
On a happier note, I enjoyed Nick’s tales of lost models – I did make a short list of some of
mine that have escaped over the years but I’ve lost it! Probably the most notable were both
Simplex models of different sizes & both at Middle Wallop.
The 60 with a lovely AM25 caught a boomer & sailed off in the blue but about 30 minutes later,
I had a phone call to say “found your model, I can bring back if you wish” – so yes please & a
meeting at the main gate within a quarter of an hour resulted in me being reunited with an
errant model – no DT! The kind person who returned it happened to be in his farm field &
watched it come down. Knowing that model flying was taking place on the airfield, he
immediately called & came down in his pick-up truck – wouldn’t take anything at all, just happy
to be there.
The other was a Simplex 40 that likewise caught a boomer at one of the Champs weekend.
About a couple of months or so later, I happened to read a short note in SAM Speaks from
Peter Michel, who stayed at a local hostelry over that Champs weekend. His note said (if I
recall correctly) – he was in the bar when a local came in & after some chat, this person said “I
found this when I was combining today, but there’s only this bit left as it all went through the
combine before I could stop” – what was left was the front end of the Simplex, comprising the
engine (a PAW100) on bearers & the rather bent undercarriage still fixed to its former, also
attached to the bearers. From Peter’s description
Simplex 40 (Aeromodeller free plan)
of the remains, I concluded it sounded like mine,
so rang him & described the construction etc –
Peter agreed & I got it back! I still have the PAW,
which remarkably was undamaged & I am now on
Simplex 40 No 4. No 2 flew away at Beaulieu on its
second trimming flight with a brand new PAW55,
never to be seen again – no DT, “it’s only a trimming
flight!”. No 3 life expired after many flights, so
No 4 came into existence with the original Paw
back in it – nylon covered for a long life!
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Plans for the month
Power: So Long – scaled down version of old American classic

Rubber: Stout Outdoor Event Model – old timer from USA
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Glider: Pluto – as mentioned above.

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2021

With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models
All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 28th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 21st

Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 2nd
April 3rd
April 25th

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Northern Gala, Barkston
Croydon Wake Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

May 8th / 9th
May 29th
May 30th
May 31st

Sat/Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

London Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston

June 20th

Sunday

BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 11th
July 25th
July 31st

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 5th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Cagnarata +, RAF Colerne
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 1st
August 15th

Sunday
Sunday

East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 4th Saturday
September 5th Sunday
September 12th Sunday

Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 6th Area Competitions

October 3rd
October 9th
October 17th
October 30th

BMFA 7th Area Competitions
Croydon Coupe Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, North Luffenham

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John Hook
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.bmfa.org
www.southern.bmfa.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org

Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson
Magazine downloads
Aerofred Plans
control/left click to go to sites

-

www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
www.modellvänner.se
www.rclibrary.co.uk
www.aerofred.com

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested
in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews

